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Why Not Theatre Company
Presents
LOVE AND MONEY

Copenhagen premiere 7th April 2016, at Bådteatret
On Thursday 7th April 2016, Why Not Theatre Company returns to Bådteatret
with the Copenhagen premiere of LOVE AND MONEY, by British playwright
Dennis Kelly. Kelly's remarkable drama holds a cracked mirror up to our
modern world of easy credit and compulsive shopping.
Money can't buy love but debt can destroy relationships
In the play we meet David and Jess who were once so much in love with each
other. But Jess is a shopaholic and their relationship is threatened as David finds
himself trapped in a suffocating prison of hideous debt.
As Jess and David's marriage twists and burns, they are driven to desperate
measures.

Within Bådteatret’s intimate and almost claustrophic space, society’s financial
myths and our increasingly perverse attitudes to excessive spending and
materialism are placed firmly under the microscope.
Our audience will experience 7 quite unpredictable and fragmented scenes in
which bodies and characters gradually disintegrate as David and Jess fight to
keep their heads above water.
Compelling, shocking and disturbingly funny, LOVE AND MONEY is a sharplywritten, brilliant drama that dares us to step inside a world of excessive greed
and ugly debt.
LOVE AND MONEY follows previous successes
Since 2010, Why Not Theatre Company has proved itself to be Denmark’s
leading professional English-language theatre company. It provides powerful
theatre that moves, inspires and engages; tells thought-provoking stories and
explores texts of high literary quality.
The Company has previously performed a number of critically acclaimed
productions, including VITA & VIRGINIA (CaféTeatret 2011), WIT (Bådteatret
2014), A TENDER THING (Bådteatret 2015) and SECRETS (Halmlageret,
Carlsberg 2015).
Directed by Mia Lipschitz
On stage: Sue Hansen-Styles, Malte Joe Frid-Nielsen, Bennett Thorpe and Sira
Stampe.
LOVE AND MONEY plays at Bådteatret, Nyhavn from 7th – 29th April 2016, in
English. Mon – Fri 8pm; Sat 5pm
For more information, see www.baadteatret.dk and www.whynottheatre.dk
With best wishes
Have Kommunikation and Why Not Theatre Company
Kontakt:
Maria Rugbjerg Hoppe maria.rugbjerg@have.dk
Tel : 30 56 36 76
Or Sue Hansen-Styles suehansenstyles@gmail.com
Tel.: 51 50 65 42
Ticket information: www.teaterbilletter.dk or 70 20 20 96

